Tavant enables 1 in every 4
mortgages in the US
Are you ready to power your business?

Why Tavant VΞLOX?
We solve the most complex lender and borrower challenges with our
AI-powered products.
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FinXperience
A point of sale solution that provides a
simpliﬁed digital experience across all
lending channels

FinLeads
A Salesforce® based customer
engagement and acquisition platform

FinConnect
An enterprise service bus for the
Financial Services industry and an
intelligent lending data and services
network that integrates with over 120
ecosystem partners
FinSight
A predictive engine that delivers
actionable customer and business
insights based on deep learning models

FinRules
A single-click AUS platform that provides
a side-by-side comparison of the
GSE guides

Together, We Achieve.
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Using industry averages and prospective lender’s origination volumes
and cost data, the above information showcases year-over-year beneﬁts
of adopting Tavant VΞLOX over a 3-year period. The above data
is baselined for a ﬁnancial institution funding 10,000 loans per year, 60%
pull-through, average cycle-time of 50 days to close and $8,611 in
origination costs.

See how we've helped
transform the industry.
ENGINEERING EXPERTISE
Chief Digital Oﬃcer and CIO at a Top 30 lender:
“Tavant is solving our key challenges with their deep mortgage
expertise and a variety of products on a platform that is designed
speciﬁcally to help us in the mortgage industry”.

DEEP DOMAIN KNOWLEDGE
Mortgage Technology Executive at a Top 10 Bank:
“One thing about Tavant that is really unique is taking the mortgage
knowledge that goes back years and years and merging that with
what is happening in terms of cutting-edge technology. Tavant has
taught us a lot about Machine Learning including putting up like a
Data Science Conference at one point”.

FEATURE-RICH PRODUCT SUITE
Co-founder and CEO of a FinTech Lender:
“Tavant VΞLOX suite of products will provide the ﬂexibility, scale and
a streamlined customer experience that is essential for our business”.
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